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About This Game

The Tower - Adventure

“...some of the most exciting VR gameplay I’ve seen of late…” UPLOAD VR

Make your way to the top of the tower, but don’t enjoy the view for too long: If a look down from the dizzying heights won’t
make you fall to your death, the traps will. Get shot by spears or blown away by cannons. And who knows what will wait for you

once you reach the top…

The Tower - Arcade

“…how Mario must have felt, when he jumped through the old 2D worlds…” Vrodo.de

It’s your time to jump and run through a world full of danger and excitement. Collect precious coins as you dodge cunning
obstacles. Grab a sword, sharpen your axe and use them wisely, because you are in for one hell of a trip. Make it to the end to

face the mightiest of all foes.
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Title: The Tower
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Headroom.one
Publisher:
Headroom.one
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i3-6100/AMD FX4350 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti/AMD Radeon RX 470 or better

Storage: 300 MB available space
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TL;DR Devs dont know how to make a fighting game. this game is very poor.

I was ready to give this game a fair chance, but just seconds into playing it is very clear that this game is a godawful mess. The
art and idea seems charming, but the devs seem to know nothing about what makes a fighting game. Not to say that there isnt a
way to flip the script on a fighter and make it work, but this is not one of those instances. Examples being, air control. You can
change movement in air. Hit boxes are a bonkers mess. With character models so small and condensed, things turn into quite the
mashing mess. A BLOCK BUTTON IN A 2D FIGHTER. Honestly, to expect this game to have any sort of fighting game
fundamentals is pretty silly so i dont know what i expected. Even from a casual fighting game player prespective this game is
poor. The presentation is okay, but man oh man... I cant recommend this game to pretty much anyone.. Perhaps if it were in EA,
and alpha state, I could see a potential, for an MMO, dungeon diving fun adventure. The problem is it's not Early Access, and
it's incredibly unpolished. The idea has potential, unfortunately this feels like a project that ended in the early stages, and trying
to grab some money on the way out.

If you take this idea, MMO style, polish the fighting, add in grouping mechinism through steam, it could be really fun. As it
stands it feels like the bare minimum was put in to get something out the door.

The fighting, it's like a very early attempt at cloning your MMO style fighting, but with absolutely no polish, and the AI you can
kite back until they run in place and seem to get stuck.

The only thing I learned from this game, is I wish someone would come out with a game that would emulate the raids\/dungeons
of WoW, balance it so you can solo, or do like flex mode in WoW where you can add in randoms. You can even make the
trinity required, for groups...would def throw money at a game and dlc for more dungeons and raids.. This game can not boast
of cool graphics. But is perfect for killing time. Overall happy with the purchase.. Stupid fun with friends for both sides.
Throwing stuff at grandma and running around the house in secret passageways unlocking doors and chests is great. Playing as
the grandma is a bit less enjoyable for me, but kicking that damn kid across the room never gets old.

Can't really go wrong with only $5, and it will likely improve as it leaves early access.. It's not what I expected. I love Disney
and all, which is why I bought it, but never had I assumed it would be THIS easy! The costumes honestly don't mean much
either because the game itself is over in about an hour or so.. Good price for the content it provides and reasonable price. These
characters are much better then the ones included in Upgrade pack 2. Nice bonus skins and the artbook + soundtrack is a cool
addition.
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I bought this game on sale for about $2, and I got $2 of entertainment out of it. I've finished the game in about 2 hours. I ended
up using a couple walkthroughs to help with some of the puzzles as they weren't very intuitive. However, the story itself was
decent (somewhat predictable but good) and there were a few good jump scares. The developer did point out that this is a one
person operation and so I was willing to forgive some of the less intuitive elements and weird inconsistencies in the setting (is it
the Victorian era? Is it more modern? It fits largely Victorian but then there are a handful of very non-Victorian items and
notes). You can tell this is a one person operation but it's still worth a play to support what's honestly fairly impressive for a one
person game. Developer had good ideas with decent execution given constraints and it's worth playing and supporting them..
This story starts out kinda slow, but quickly picks up. The further you get into the game, the more stuff you can do and find.
There's just not many CYOA games like this.

Pros:
-Felt alot longer than 190,000 words.
-Pick initial stats and increase your stats over time.
-Court\/Realm intrigue.
-Immersive.
-Gather and train an army.
-Manage a settlement.
-Large map of different places you can go to and explore.
-Multiple romances.
-Overall your goal is to win the last tournament. Author does a great job of making the stakes really high.
-There is alot of text between decisions, BUT I enjoyed the story so much it didn't matter.
-This is a FULL story, but if you like the world you can continue your story in part 2.

Cons:
-Some things seem like a waste of time.
-Some things aren't well explained, not sure what you're suppose to do.
-Found the ending a bit too sudden, would have liked more buildup or closure.

Overall:
-I have never seen this much effort put into one of these CYOAs. On top of that, it's a good adventure\/coming of age story. I
highly recommend this, worth full price.. The game concept is good enough, especially for the price point of $0.99 USD (Steam
sale).

However, for those looking for cooperative mode vs. AI, in an online capacity, know that the game does not currently support it.
Despite advertising it as such and asserting that it offers this capability, the game does not at this provide it. A lengthy thread on
the forums has also gone unanswered by the developers so no clarity has been shed on the subject. As such, no online coop
campaign OR skirmish options exist for players vs. AI.

. Super interesting take on the lovecraft and Rogue-lite genre. couldve been worth something but instead its a hot pile
of♥♥♥♥♥♥ good one Agafonoff, hope you buy plenty of sodie pop at your middle school with the cashish you jipped us out
of. I have to tell you this is one of the greatest games I have Ever played the story and characters are just amazing this I would l
put this probably no definitely on the same level as Undertale its just amazing I defiantly recommend anyone who reads this
review to buy the game. and if the developer reads this (very small chance) please continue what you are doing cause you are
doing all the right things.. What the ♥♥♥♥ is this♥♥♥♥♥♥ I don't understand this game and I am a banana
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